Charge dynamics in an interacting fermionic model on a geometrically frustrated lattice are examined. We analyze a spinless fermion model on a paired triangular lattice, an electronic model for layered iron oxides, in zero and finite temperatures by the exact diagonalization methods. We focus on the two charge ordered (CO) phases, termed CO 1/2 and CO 1/3 , which, respectively, are realized by the inter-site Coulomb interaction and the quantum/thermal fluctuations. The optical spectra in CO 1/3 show multiple components and their low-energy weights are survived even below the ordering temperature (TCO). Changes of the dynamical charge correlation below TCO in CO 1/3 are weakly momentum dependent, in sharply contrast to CO 1/2 . These characteristic dynamics in CO 1/3 are attributable to the charge frustration effects, and reproduce some aspects of the recent experimental optical and x-ray sacattering spectra.
Frustration is one of the fascinating themes in modern solid state physics. 1, 2) A macroscopic number of degenerated classical states, in which all equivalent interaction energies are not minimized simultaneously, often emerge in several systems on geometrically frustrated lattices. Localized electron magnets in triangular, Kagomé, and pyrochlore lattices are the well-known examples. A number of exotic phenomena, such as quantum-spin liquid states, nematic spin state, multiferroics, and so on have attracted broad interest from the theoretical and experimental view points.
Interacting itinerant electron system on a geometrical frustrated lattice is another example. [3] [4] [5] A rich variety of novel phenomena in the frustrated electron systems has been discovered in broad classes of transition-metal oxides and organic molecular solids, and has been examined in the theoretical calculations. Essential points of the frustrated charge system are the competition between classical phases and the emergence of quantum phases. A typical theoretical example is seen in an interacting spinless fermion model on an anisotropic triangular lattice. 6) Two-types of the classical charge ordered (CO) phases, termed the "horizontalstripe" and "vertical-stripe" COs, are realized according to the anisotropy of the inter-site Coulomb interactions. Around the frustration point characterized by the isotropic Coulomb interactions, a 3-fold CO metallic state appears owing to the fermion kinetic energy. This model has been applied to the CO phenomena in molecular organic solids, and has successfully explained the structural, transport, and dielectric properties.
In contrast to the frustrated magnets, charge dynamics beyond the static CO structure in the frustrated charge systems have not been fully touched yet. [7] [8] [9] [10] This might be attributed to the fact that the experimental probes which can access directly to the charge fluctuation in a wide range of energy and momentum are limited. Recently, the resonant and nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering techniques have been developed as the standard tools to explore the dynamical charge correlation; they play the same roles with the inelastic neutron scattering technique in frustrated magnets.
In this letter, we study charge dynamics in a frustrated charge system in a wide range of energy, momentum and temperature (T ). As a typical frustrated charge system, we adopt an interacting spinless fermion model on a paired-triangular lattice (see Fig. 1(a) ). This was proposed as an electronic model in the layered iron oxides, LuFe 2 O 4 ; [11] [12] [13] a candidate material of the electronic ferroelectricity where a CO induces the electric polarization. 18, 19) A CO phase diagram is analogous to that in a spinless fermion model on a triangular lattice; [14] [15] [16] [17] two classical COs termed the two-fold CO (abbreviated CO 1/2 ) and four-fold CO (CO 1/4 ) are caused by the inter-site Coulomb interactions, and between the two COs, the three-fold CO (CO 1/3 ) appears owing to the thermal or quantum fluctuations. The inversion symmetry in CO 1/3 is broken, since charge distributions are different between upper and lower layers. The recently observed optical and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) spectra in LuFe 2 O 4 provide a good touchstone of the theoretical calculations based on this model. [20] [21] [22] [23] In particular, we focus on the charge dynamics in the CO 1/3 and CO 1/2 phases (see Figs. 1(b) and (c) ). The optical conductivity spectra in CO 1/3 show multiple components and their low-energy weights are survived even below the charge order temperature (T CO ). These are related to the stability of CO 1/3 , and are sharply in contrast to the spectra in CO 1/2 . Change of the dynamical charge correlation below T CO is weakly momentum dependent in CO 1/3 , while an abrupt reduction is observed in CO 1/2 . Results in CO 1/3 are attributable to its characteristic CO structure realized owing to the frustration effects, and explain some aspects of the recent optical and RIXS experiments.
The model Hamiltonian for interacting fermion system on a paired-triangular lattice is given by 16, 17) 
where c † i and c i , respectively, are the creation and annihilation operators for a spin-less fermion at site i, and n i = c † i c i is a number operator. The first and second terms represent the inter-site hoppings and the Coulomb interactions, respec- tively. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , we introduce the Coulomb interactions between the inter-layer nearest-neighbor (NN) sites (V cNN ), the intra-layer NN sites (V abNN ) and the inter-layer next NN sites (V cNNN ). The transfer integrals are considered between the inter-layer NN sites (t cNN ) and the intra-layer NN sites (t abNN ).
In the numerical calculation, energy parameters are given as a unit of V abNN . We consider the cases of V cNN = 1.2, and t ≡ t cNN = t abNN . We use the cluster mean-field method; the Hamiltonian in a finite-size cluster, where the mean fields are applied at the edge sites, is solved, and the mean fields are obtained self-consistently with the solution inside of the cluster. At the edge sites, the hopping terms in the Hamiltonian are neglected, and the Coulomb interaction terms are decoupled as V ij n i n j → V ij (n i n j + n i n j − n i n j ). The exact diagonalization method based on the Lanczos (Householder) algorithm is adopted in the zero-temperature (finitetemperature) calculations, where the cluster size is taken to be up to 12 × 2 sites (6 × 2 sites).
We first introduce the static charge structure before showing the charge dynamics. [15] [16] [17] The charge structures are identified by the order parameters defined by | n q | = N −1 i n i e −iq·ri , where N and r i are the total number of sites and the position at site i, respectively. The phase diagrams on the planes of t−V cNNN and T −V cNNN are presented in Figs. 1(d) and (e), respectively. We focus on the region of V cNNN > 0.6, in which the two COs, CO 1/2 and CO 1/3 , compete with each other. The CO 1/2 and CO 1/3 structures are characterized by the momenta q 1/2 ≡ (−1/2, 1/2) and q 1/3 ≡ (−1/3, 2/3), respectively. At T = 0 (see Fig. 1(d) ), the CO 1/2 phase is stabilized in a wide rage of the t − V CNNN plane, and the CO 1/3 appears around V cNNN = 0.6 in finite t. With increasing t, CO 1/3 overcomes CO 1/2 , and CO 1/6 characterized by the momentum (1/6, 1/6) appears. A topologically similar phase diagram is obtained on the T − V cNNN plane as shown in Fig. 1(e) . A finite phase space of CO 1/3 at T = 0 is owing to a finite hopping parameter of t = 0.1. It is known from the previous calculations at T = 0 that, in the region of V cNNN < 0.6, another CO characterized by q = (1/4, 1/4) plays a similar role with CO 1/2 for V cNNN > 0.6. [15] [16] [17] This CO is not reproduced in the present calculations, in which the cluster sizes is limited to be smaller than the previous calculations where the static charge structures were examined. Namely, CO 1/3 is realized by the thermal and quantum charge fluctuations, while CO 1/2 is stabilized by the inter-site Coulomb interactions. Now, we introduce the charge dynamics in the two CO phases, i.e. CO 1/2 and CO 1/3 . The optical conductivity spectra at T = 0 in CO 1/3 (V cNNN = 0.6) and in CO 1/2 (V cNNN = 0.7) are presented in Figs. 2(a) . The optical conductivity spectra are defined by
where |m and E m are the m-th eigen state and eigen energy, respectively, j µ is a current operator with the Cartesian coordinate µ, and η is an infinitesimal constant. The polarization direction is taken parallel to the y direction, and η is chosen to be 0.01 in the numerical calculations. Broad spectra in CO 1/3 spread over a wide energy range. As shown in the results with a small hopping integral (see solid lines), the spectra are decomposed into the three components, signed A, B, and C. In sharp contrast, the spectra in CO 1/2 are located around 1.5 < ∼ ω < ∼ 2. A schematic charge configuration and possible charge excitations in CO 1/3 are shown in Fig. 2(b) . Two-inequivalent sites are identified; i) charge rich (poor) sites shaded by gray squares which are surrounded by six intra-plane NN poor (rich) sites, and ii) the sites surrounded by three intra-plane NN poor and rich sites. These are termed the strong-and weak-potential sites, respectively, from now on. As a result, three kinds of the charge excitations occur, that is, excitations between the two strong-potential sites, the two weak-potential sites, and the strong-and weak-potentials sites termed C, A, and B, respectively. The multiple-peak structures in the optical conductivity spectra are attributable to these excitations. On the other hand, no inequivalent sites exist in CO 1/2 as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The characteristic lowenergy excitations denoted as A in Fig. 2(a) induce large thermal/quantum charge fluctuations in equilibrium states, and are responsible for a stability of CO 1/3 in finite t and T as shown in Figs. 1 (d) and (e).
The optical conductivity spectra in CO 1/3 and CO 1/2 in finite T are presented in Figs. 2(c) . In both the two COs, featureless broad peaks centered around ω = 0.5 are seen in T > T CO . Below T CO , the spectra in CO 1/3 spread in a wide energy range and show the multiple-peak structure mentioned above. In sharp contrast, in CO 1/2 , the spectral weights are pushed up and a clear CO gap opens below T CO . We do not find any significant qualitative difference between the optical spectra calculated in N = 12 and 24. In order to examine the detailed temperature dependence of the optical conductivity spectra, we introduce the integrated spectral intensities,
The results for several values of V cNNN are shown in Fig. 2(d) where ω is chosen to be 0.5 which is lower than the optical gap energy 0.6(= V cNNN ). Above T CO , N eff increases with decreasing T for all values of V cNNN . Increasing and decreasing of N eff above and below T CO , respectively, reflect a metal-insulator transition and an opening of the CO gap. In contrast to an abrupt reduction of N eff in CO 1/2 , N eff in CO 1/3 survives down to far below T CO . This is owing to the weak-potential sites in CO 1/3 resulted from the frustration effect. .
The momentum dependence of the charge fluctuations is examined by calculating the dynamical charge-correlation function defined as
Temperature dependences of the dynamical charge correlation functions in CO 1/3 and CO 1/2 are presented in Fig. 3 at representative momenta of q 1/3 and q 1/2 . Above T CO , broad peaks around ω = 0 are only confirmed in both COs. These peaks correspond to the quasi-elastic diffusive peaks and do not show remarkable momentum dependences. Peak widths seem to be governed by temperature. Below T CO , the diffusive peaks shrunk into sharp peaks around ω = 0 at q 1/3 in CO 1/3 , and at q 1/2 in CO 1/2 , reflecting the static charge orderings. On the other hand, diffusive peaks disappear and fine structures in finite energies emerge at q 1/2 in CO 1/3 and at q 1/3 in CO 1/2 . Detailed temperature dependences of the dynamical charge correlations are studied by calculating the integrated intensity defined by I q = ω 0 N (q, ω ′ )dω ′ where the sharp peaks centered around zero energy below T CO , corresponding to the super-lattice peaks, are removed from the integrand, and the upper limit of integral ω is chosen to be 0.5. Results for several T are plotted as functions of q in Figs. 4(a) . In CO 1/2 , abrupt reduction of I q at q 1/2 reflects a growth of the peak around zero energy below T CO . Reductions at other q are more moderate than I q 1/2 . In contrast, no remarkable momentum dependences are confirmed in CO 1/3 ; I q at all momenta monotonically decrease with decreasing T . Difference between the two COs are clearly shown in Figs. 4(b) , where the integrated intensities for several q are replotted as functions of temperature. This characteristic momentum dependence in CO 1/3 is supposed to be due to the charge frustration effect which suppresses charge fluctuations at a specific momentum.
It is mentioned that the characteristic charge dynamics shown in the present calculations are also expected in other charge frustrated systems. A similar multiple-peak structure in the optical conductivity spectra in CO 1/3 (see Fig. 2(a) ) is confirmed in the metallic 3-fold CO phase, termed "pinball liquid state", realized in the spinless fermion model on a twodimensional triangular lattice. There, localized charges with the three-fold periodicity termed "pins" coexist with mobile charges termed "balls".
6) The wave function in this CO phase is given by a linear combination of the classical charge con-LETTER Author Name figurations, in which inequivalent "pin" sites due to different NN "ball" configurations exist. The observed multiple peak structure in the optical conductivity spectra is attributed to the inequivalent "pin" sites, in the same manner as the spectra in CO 1/3 on the paired triangular lattice. Finally, we discuss the relation of the present results to the recent experimental observations in LuFe 2 O 4 . The optical conductivity spectra were measured in Ref., 20) where the spectra around 1-1.5eV and above 2eV are assigned as the charge excitations between Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ and those inside of Fe 2+ , respectively. The effective oscillator strength for the Fe 2+ -Fe 3+ excitations, corresponding to N eff (ω) in the present calculations, remains even below T CO , and is saturated around the magnetic ordering temperature. The authors claims that these data support the order-by-fluctuation mechanism for development of the CO. These observations are consistent with the calculated results in Fig. 2(d) . We expect that the spin ordering, which are not taken into the present model, suppresses the charge fluctuation due to the so-called "gate effect" in the spin-dependent electron hopping, as known in the double-exchange interaction. Momentum resolved charge fluctuation in LuFe 2 O 4 were recently observed by RIXS experiments where the incident x-ray is tuned around the Fe K-edge. 23) A peak structure found around 1eV was ascribed as the Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ charge excitation. Monotonic reductions of the peak intensities below T CO were observed at not only the momentum characterizing the long-range CO but also other momenta. This is in contrast to the experimental results in other CO systems, in which the charge frustration is not expected, 23, 24) similarly the results shown in Fig. 4 . In summary, we examine charge dynamics in the interacting spinless fermion model on a paired-triangular lattice, as a typical model for the frustrated charge system, in wide ranges of energy, momentum and temperature. We focus on the dynamics in the two kinds of COs, CO 1/2 and CO 1/3 , which are recognized as the classical and quantum COs realized by the Coulomb interaction and the fermion kinetic energy, respectively. The optical conductivity spectra in CO 1/3 show the multiple components where the low energy weights remain to be survive far below T CO , in contrast to the spectra in CO 1/2 . The dynamical charge correlation functions show also large differences in the two COs; reductions in the charge fluctuations below T CO show weak momentum dependence in CO 1/3 , while a rapid decreasing of the fluctuation at q 1/2 is seen in CO 1/2 . These differences in the two COs are attributed to the characteristic CO structure in CO 1/3 , and reproduce the recent optical and RIXS experiments. The present work demonstrate a new route, in which the characteristic charge dynamics in frustrated CO systems are directly monitored by the experiments.
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